**First People Stories CD**

1. “Gluskabe Changes Some Animals”  
   Told by Jim Bruchac  
   From the recording *Northeastern Native American Animal Stories*

2. “The Creation of the Butt Hole”  
   Told by Johnny Moses  
   From the recording *Live & Thriving at the 30th National Storytelling Festival*

3. “Azban and The Rock”  
   Told by Jim Bruchac  
   From the recording *Northeastern Native American Animal Stories*

4. “Crow & the Octopus Lady”  
   Told by Johnny Moses  
   From the recording *Storytelling Treasury*

5. “Turtle Learns to Fly” (Lakota/Dakota)  
   Told by Dovie Thomason  
   From the recording *Lessons from the Animal People*

6. “Why the Sky is Far Away”  
   Told by Len Cabral  
   From the recording *Storytelling Treasury*